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ABSTRACT

In this document, we'll explore why end-users fall out of self-service online payment channels. We'll
also provide data-driven solutions and recommendations for improving payment completion rates
based on research and results from our recent consumer surveys and user testing.
 
PROBLEM STATEMENT
 
Today, many end-users fall out of the online payment flow resulting in lower payment completion
rates. This often leads to increased demand for call centers and negative perceptions about mobile
and online payment gateways. 
 
Our research and studies indicate that lowered payment completion rates can result from several
different factors: performance speed issues, security concerns, and user-experience ease-of-use.
 
BACKGROUND: OUR APPROACH
 
As we set out to tackle the end-users' issue of falling out of an online payment channel and work
towards increasing payment channel completion rates, we decided to focus on customer and client
data. We did this by leveraging a human-centered approach for identifying both pain points and
designing solutions.
 
THE CLIENT'S ROLE
 
A part of our research included interviewing and surveying 25 clients. Through the information and
feedback we received from conversations with these clients, we built out wireframes and prototypes
for their review. 
 
We significantly enhanced the consumer payment platform through the cycle of wireframing,
prototyping, and developing. We gathered feedback from clients and refined through an iterative
process to optimize the solution to maximize customer experience and payment completion.
 
THE CLIENT INTERVIEW AND SURVEY
 
We began with initial interviews of clients who used our online payment portals. We listened to and
captured feedback on their current online payment portal and payment collection needs. 
 
Through these interviews, we identified common pain points, opportunities, and areas for
improvement. We then developed the first wireframes based on our client's feedback. Afterward, we
followed up with the group to review our designs and make iterative improvements. 
 
Once we had optimized the wireframe, we moved to clickable prototypes and repeated the process.
This provided us with substantial confidence that the solution we developed was optimized for the
client's needs. 



Taking a human-centered approach and working with our clients throughout the design process
allowed our team to move quickly to make iterative improvements. This ultimately lead to the
formation of a client advisory panel. Today, this panel meets regularly to provide input for improving
new features, products, and service level enhancements.
 
THE END-USER'S ROLE
 
A critical part of the design and development process also included conducting end-user interviews
and surveys. We brought wireframes to the consumer for feedback. We did this to ensure that our
final product would be built to truly address consumer concerns and points of friction – an authentic
solution. 
 
We let our research lay the groundwork and pathway to designing a better consumer product for
improving payment completion while optimizing user experience. We tested the new online portal with
users to identify how the new site performed and tracked load times, error rates, completion rates,
and an array of usability tests to include user understanding, satisfaction, and speed of use.
 
THE END-USER SURVEY
 
Throughout this initiative, we completed surveys and user tests with more than 1000 end-users. These
survey participants represent a diverse cross-section of America evenly distributed across age ranges
and income levels. The survey asked consumers two open-ended questions and twelve guided
questions about making payments and top priorities and preferences related to paying their bills. 
 
We found security, speed, and ease-of-use to be some of the end-users' top concerns among the
answers. Also, across all age groups, the preferred payment methods were debit and credit card. And,
the top three channels that users prefer to make a payment are mobile-based online browsers, online
desktop browsers, and mobile apps.
 
WHAT WE LEARNED
 
User Experience
 
Our new payment platform is built around genuinely understanding the end-user. This means learning
the consumer's true expectations, preferred experience, and goals. It also means understanding
consumers' friction points in payment channels. For example, at what point is the breakdown and
point of payment channel fallout? 
 
By working with product end-users and collecting specific information, we noted areas and
opportunities to enhance the customer's experience. From there, we set out to ensure that our design
and development aligned with customer needs.
 
We learned how to implement solutions to solve payment platform hindrances directly, build a better
payment platform, and drastically increase successful payment completion rates.



Smart Inputs
 
A part of enhancing the user experience included adding smart input capabilities. This functionality
decreases user time and effort required to complete tasks such as making payments. 
 
With smart inputs, fields can be pre-populated with a customer's account details. Fields such as user
address, phone number, and other account information can all be pre-filled, reducing the end-user
load, lowering points of friction, and reducing the opportunity for fallout.
 
Consumer Terminology
 
Through our extensive research, we also learned what terminology resonates best with consumers.
With this information, we carefully crafted copy and call-to-actions to help consumers navigate through
the payment flow. We meticulously created the display labels based on survey findings. 
 
In one example, standard business jargon was used for a call to action. With the use of common
business language, only 4 out of 10 users understood the term. However, when we replaced
terminology with consumer-based words, we increased the understanding of 9 out of 10 users. 
 
This level of detail will help improve consumer understanding and work towards driving the adoption
of the new platform.
 
PROGRESSIVE DISCLOSURE
 
One of the many user experience enhancements of our new payment platform includes the
implementation of progressive disclosure. This feature only allows for the display of appropriate
information to users at the time it is necessary. The critical information is given upfront, and the
secondary screen allows for more detailed information. This improves user experience by reducing
complexity and cognitive load for task completion.
 
FLAT ARCHITECTURE AND MODULAR COMPONENTS
 
Another significant enhancement in our new design includes the implementation of flat architecture.
This enhancement dramatically improves the speed of task completion and improves user-experience. 
 
With a design based on flat architecture, end-users can navigate to any desired page within three
clicks. Also, with this functionality, consumers immediately arrive at the screen required to complete
their expected task, like making a payment.
 
Our new platform is versatile, scalable, and easily configurable utilizing universal branding for individual
clients and optionality. The platform's design features modular components and allows for future
functionality enhancements as needed.



 Restricting access to payment card information
Guidance on how to securely store payment card information
Testing standards to continuously monitor the performance of payment platforms

MOBILE DESIGNED AND RESPONSIVE
 
Today, end-users expect organizations they interact with to be available, not just on desktop but also
on mobile devices. Additionally, the responsive mobile experience can often lead consumers to adopt
a company's mobile platform as they venture further along the customer journey.
 
A company's responsive mobile presence can further play a role in consumer perception. Some users
might negatively perceive organizations that do not have a mobile payment channel. 
 
Our new payment platform delivers a positive, responsive experience and allows consumers the
flexibility to make secure, fast, and easy payments on all devices.
 
ADA COMPLIANCE
 
Being ADA compliant is not just the law; it's also the right thing to do. Designing and developing ADA
compliant payment platforms helps companies reach another segment of the population and lightens
the load for those with disabilities.
 
SECURITY
 
From our consumer survey, we learned one of the top concerns of end-users making payments was
security. Our new product is 100% PCI compliant. PCI guidelines are mandatory and dictate how
companies must store, secure, and process consumers' payment card information. 
 
PCI Compliance Includes:

Also, with our new payment platform, if customers choose, they can securely store their payment
details, such as credit and debit card information. Our patented hosted tokenization technology
eliminates the risk of exposing financial data.
 
SPEED
 
Our client survey also indicated that speed was a significant concern for end-users. So, we wanted to
be sure we addressed speed efficiency in developing our new payment platform.
 
The solution for providing a fast and reliable product includes preloaded assets, storing resources in-
browser via session and local storage, integrated inline graphics that are optimized, and lazy-loading
content.



PayWeb360 reduced user errors by 47%
Using PayWeb360, payments were completed by users in 35% less time on average
User testing has demonstrated a 60% improvement in funnel payment completion rate

Our page load times respond to the customer request immediately and load in milliseconds giving the
end-user the perception of real-time.
 
SIMPLICITY
 
Simplicity has been a significant factor in designing our new payment platform. The intentionally simple
design increases ease-of-use for customers and decreases the time needed to complete the payment
process. These factors equate to higher payment completion rates and customer satisfaction.
 
 
DEMOGRAPHIC FINDINGS
 
Through our end-user research, we also discovered findings that would, in many cases, probably prove
against popular assumptions about specific demographics.
 
For example, the number one payment preference of age groups 18 to 29, 30 to 44, 45 to 60, and 60
and over, were all to pay on mobile versus any other payment channel. Additionally, each age
segment's second payment selection was to pay online via desktop.
 
SUMMARY AND FINDINGS
 
PaymentVision's PayWeb360 is not just a solution for decreasing the number of customers who fall out
of the payment channel. Instead, it's a solution that increases payment completion rates altogether, as
our research and user tests have demonstrated.
 
PayWeb360 incorporates responsive design and allows end-user access on any device. It's built directly
based on client and user feedback. A problem-solve that harnesses simplicity to lighten user-load.
 
PayWeb360 Numbers to Consider:
·      

 
The Pew Research Foundation determined that 96% of all Americans have a cell phone of some kind.
Additionally, research from the Motley Fool shows that 69% of cell phone users find contactless
payments more convenient than transactions involving paper money. 
 
Considering the magnitude of growth and opportunities in the mobile space, PaymentVision's
PayWeb360 is a fast, reliable, and secure way for consumers to pay their bills. For clients, it's an
efficient and effortless solution to improving user experiences for their customers and drastically
increasing payment completion rates.
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